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QUESTION 1

Recently, your e-commerce web application has been receiving significantly more traffic than usual. Users are reporting
they often encounter a 503 Service Error when trying to access your site. Sometimes the site is very slow. 

You check your instance pool configuration to confirm that the maximum number of instances is configured to allow 20
compute instances. Currently, 14 compute instances have been provisioned by the instance pool. You also confirm that
current CPU utilization across all hosts exceeds the scale-out threshold you set in your auto-scaling policy. However,
the instance pool is not provisioning any new instances. 

What can you check to determine why the application is NOT functioning properly? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Verify that the new offer feature code did not introduce any performance bugs. 

B. Verify that the database is accessible. 

C. Verify that the compute resource quota has not been exceeded. 

D. Verify that the Quality Assurance team is not currently performing load-testing against production. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have the following compartment structure within your company\\'s Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) tenancy: 

You want to create a policy in the root compartment to allow SystemAdmins to manage VCNs only in CompartmentC. 

Which policy is correct? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentB:CompartmentC 

B. Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment Root 

C. Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment
CompartmentA:CompartmentB:CompartmentC 

D. Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentC 
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Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Identity/Concepts/policies.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

You have recently joined a startup company and quickly find that nobody is tracking the amount of money spent on
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). Seeing an opportunity to help save money you begin creating a solution to better
track the cost of resources provisioned by each individual on the team. 

Which option allows you to identify excessive spend across all resources in your tenancy? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Use the Python SDK to write a custom application that will monitor the Audit log. Look for CREATE events and
configure the application to send you an email each time a new resource is created. 

B. Create a tag namespace named BILLING with a Tag Key named CostCenter. Tag each of your resources with this
Tag Key and the correct value. 

C. Use the Events Service and create rules that will act when a new Object Storage bucket or Compute Instance has
been created. Have the rule email you each time one of these events occurs. 

D. Create a budget for each compartment that will send a notification when monthly spend reaches a predefined
amount. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://blogs.oracle.com/cloud-infrastructure/how-to-get-control-of-your-spending-in-oracle

cloud-infrastructure 

 

QUESTION 4

You have created a geolocation steering policy in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Traffic Management service,
with this configuration: 
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What happens to requests that originate in Africa? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The traffic will be forwarded at the same time to both Pool 1 and Pool 2. 

B. The traffic will be dropped. 

C. The traffic will be forwarded randomly to any of the pools mentioned in the rules. 

D. The traffic will be forwarded to Pool 1. If Pool 1 is not available, then it will be forwarded to Pool 2. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have been asked to ensure that in-transit communication between an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) compute
instance and an on-premises server (192.168.10.10/32) is encrypted. The instances communicate using HTTP. The
OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) is connected to the on-premises network by two separate connections: a Dynamic
IPsec VPN tunnel and a FastConnect virtual circuit. No static configuration has been added. 

What solution should you recommend? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The instances will communicate by default over IPsec VPN, which ensures data is encrypted in-transit. 

B. Advertise a 192.168.10.10/32 route over the VPN. 

C. Advertise a 192.168.10.10/32 router over the FastConnect. 

D. The instances will communicate by default over the FastConnect private virtual circuit, which ensures data is
encrypted in-transit. 

Correct Answer: D 
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Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Network/Tasks/transitrouting.htm 
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